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Users who have installed Facebook on their device are easily vulnerable to a social-engineer attack. Hackers can take advantage of the
Facebook bug. The social-engineer attack can hijack and control the user's account to get the latter's personal information. Penetration testing
tools helps people to test their network security. An attacker can use the internet to connect to the victim's computer or device and then start
the attack. Typical example of this attack is called a man in the middle (MITM) or man-in-the-browser (MITB). Hackers can use any number of

tools to test the security of their network. This tool allows you to enumerate and exploit any unpatched vulnerabilities in the Windows operating
system. Windows is the primary operating system of the majority of the internet connected devices. Most of them have the highest security

vulnerabilities. So enumerating the vulnerability is very important because a hacker can exploit those vulnerabilities. To install Metasploit, run
the following commands: Hacker's Kit is a Linux tool which a regular user can use to perform some attacks. Hackers Kit is a penetration-testing

platform that includes exploits and tools, allowing you to perform penetration testing on a network. To install Hackers Kit, run the following
commands: Automated Browser-Based Attacks: An HTTP proxy in a web browser is an effective way to launch attacks on a target network. A
browser proxy can also be used to compromise end-user accounts on a target network. Automated Browser-based Attacks is a Windows-only
tool for attackers to perform the automated browser-based attacks. Attackers can use the leaked password to launch social-engineer attack.

After launching the attack, the attacker can access the user's computer remotely.
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Leo is a fine and compliant hacker and it is an amazing tool to hack Facebook account. Hack Facebook
Account. Hack Facebook 2016. Hack FaceBook Password. Hack Facebook Account Nowadays, more and

more people use facebook for social networking purpose so, its very easy to hack facebook account.
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Becoming an Ethical Hacker is not quite as easy as to become a software. Reply. cheymaka. 10
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